



NrJCLEAR -A NETI SFIN-RQTP TION 1. INTRODUCTION
RELAXATION TINES FOR LINEAR NOLECULES The general method for the calculation of relaxation times arising
from nuclear magnetic spin—rotational interactions has been applied to
both spherical and symmetric rotator molecules2), that are subject to
rotational thermal motion. The case of the linear molecule is now examined
James NcConnell - in detail. As a preparation3 the rotation operator is expressed in a form
that is convenient for carrying out the integrations that arise in the above
method. When this has been done, expressions for relaxation times are
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies - calculated to a high degree f accuracy. The results are compared with
Dublin 4 Ireland those obtained for the spherical and the symmetric rotator models.
The stochastic differential ecuation study of
nuclear magnetic relaxation by spin-rotational interactions
is ap-lied to the linear rotator model of the molecule.
Inertial effects are included in the calculations, which are
performed analytically. Expressions are derived for the
spin-rotational contributions to the longitudinal and trans
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a small dimensionies constant It follows that
3)
)/) 4 L -
(9)
:‘i t27e- E8
7 (7) In order to expresS in a form that is Useful for further
-
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On integrating these euations we obtain
/f); )f(J)(/ e)
(t)( -




The rotation oporator is deducible from (4), (6), (7) and





the last term of (2.35) vanishing because 0 io centred end Gaussian,






Let us calculate . We see from () that,
since (e)and fr /,1 contain only terms with an odd numbor of 4;.’-
<((eh1o tl ? F7
(14,
From (2) we have
I -e (15
/ - / • S) ,
The evaluation of ç p )&‘,t’,? / and ‘—
is performed in much the same way as for a spherical mo1ecu1e9 It is






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































= — (L C-)t 1d. (22)
p,v4.- n:_/
In the extreme narrowing case of I may
replace in (18) by zero. Then 7) and / are equal,
and writing I/7rfor their common value we deduce from (19) that
—
The spin-rotational correlation time for the linear
molecule is, from eq. (2.27) of ref. 1 and the above restrictions on
and • given by
4TL








T 2. R ci j 1 r .L 41 ‘a Ii o
J,(ø iv 01 V,J.:looo
0 c - Lv o
-‘ r-’ -n
ô °LJj-J 0 oJ3f -oI.
LI o -‘J t , DJJ
From (21), (25) and (26) wefind that
4,iJ-1,2- ‘ 1,t / ,,.
4 C (.
(&
- & &) ())
4( - 2
Equations (27) — (20) could have been obtained by putting
(3.38) (3.38) of ref 1.
1cl)Z
C4TJ
In the above-mentioned representation
r r
O /0 0—10 i-..
L L0 1 OJ L o
-13--
-i4 -
Since and ) can assume oly the values 1, 2, it follows from
(25) and (25) that
By employing thase relations we may deduce that
T/TLJ14 ( s:J )J3
On intioducin (30) and (31) into (l) ano mployir cli), (1k) — (16) we
Ctha0
- y - (J.
-T(j jt)(j (i+4
1 j

















We see from (25) and (33) that G is a diagonal matrix with its
—(,—f — and I, I elements equal. The same is true for — G -+-t 1
—f
and 4- I) It follows from this that the quantities — f a.I ,
— ÷ •&I +-cIi’, (.—‘ ÷ commute with each otherl3).
In order to study the behaviour of as t becos indefinitely
large we approximate in (33) by
—y,(J..- J,so that
— rooc-7







Let us consider ) t -e dtwith 0 . By expanding0
the exponential operators as series we readily find that
L (-a
2 (- +)2(- r(a-) tj
.L.2.
Hence
r i”2. ...- ftt [(a -T)td
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4. CALCULATION OF RELAXATION TIRES
We return to eq. (22),
s) -
,-,vI,’1- n1,_ At_hi
Since we have no contributions for - or 0 in the
computation of c(s) behaves like the unit matrix. The same is true of
as given by (9), and therefore of + L1) ‘ . Hence
multi’lied into prcducts of and operators of the typo(_ G+-41) is a
constant times . By (29), all such products give zero contribution
to C(S) . Fe may therefore igrore alJ terrt involving that occur
in (36).
In ordr to simplify the calculations we sbill put 5 equel to
zero and denote by c(O) the value of do) with the J J, -terms
omitted. Then from (23) and (24)
- 2cio) 3Jc,to) (37)











( +y) (÷ ÷)g(_ )t (38)
- [ (-c Y-+; )
37 )9() +(J(--+2)
[AL+(J(_)-+,-iJ]
which maybe replaced by ( 4 whn calculatin (o).
Similar results are true for
, (— 3I) ‘.
Moreover, since we have taken the approximation of the Laplace transform
to terms of order )4T/(13) , we may put in the terms
of (38) that are proportional to / /7) or ( :/±).
We find from (38) that the terms in the Laplace transform with










The contribution Cio of this to Cia,) is given by
(iy+.—
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1:e he shown for the linear molecule that the method proposed
for the a1cu1afjon of the snin-’ratatjonaj correlation tito and of the
spin—xotntional contributions to the longitudinal and tranncrse nuclear
magnetic relaxation times provides a means of finding these quantities
correct to relative order (/TA’ IBdi). This is the o’der to which
we can obtain the case quantities for the spherical modern of the o.oleculo.
However, the corrections to the zero crder Cxpressian vanish for the linear
molecule. This result may’be confirmed to ardor I (1j by considering
a IlSiting case of a synmatria rotating molecule,
